
ComColor FW  
For your business, where reliability matters. 

Combined with tremendous productivity, ComColor FW5230 
brings a new standard of reliability to your work environment.



What BLI had to say  
on the RISO FW5230

Reliability 
“The ComColor FW5230 offers tremendous reliability, with a near-flawless durability 
performance in BLI’s rigorous 500,000-impression and 50,000-scan lab evaluation.

Achieved the extended reliability target of a million impressions 
(1,001,921 pages produced in total) without any issues.”

Speed and Productivity
“The device promises to output jobs quickly, whether you’re printing or 
copying a single page or single set, or multiple pages and sets.” 

“Running speeds when printing the job stream, which replicates real-
world traffic in a busy workgroup, are also vastly superior—regardless 
of colour or black mode—compared with its competitors.”

“Fastest speeds in its competitive group in BLI’s job stream test, which simulates the 
type of traffic a typical device might experience in a real-world, multi-user environment” 

“The FW5230 is 85.2% faster in black and 80.2% faster in colour than its peers.”

Usability
“Easy maintenance procedures”

“Simple driver layout and navigation”

“Overall, print and copy image quality produced by the RISO ComColor 
FW5230 (tested in default settings) should meet the needs of most 
users when printing and copying general office documents.”

“Replacing ink is a clean process”

Summary
“Overall, with its superb reliability and productivity performance, BLI believes 
the RISO ComColor FW5230 is a good choice for in-house corporate print 
rooms as well as high-volume educational and non-profit organizations 
looking for faster output and a straightforward walk-up experience.”



 
 

RISO ComColor FW5230, 
the ultra-fast 120 ppm 
full-color inkjet printer.
Superb reliability, efficient productivity, 
and compact design that integrates into any office to boost productivity. 

 Boost productivity with fast print and copy speeds.

 Quick turnaround in multi-user environments thanks to fast job stream speeds.

 Promote better organizational workflow via robust scanning capabilities.

 Easy operation from the drivers and control panel enhances the user experience.

 Save frequently used settings on the display and in the driver for more simplified job programming.

 Minimal downtime thanks to excellent reliability and easy maintenance procedures.

The key benefits found by BLI include:BENEFITS

HIGHLIGHT

The 2016 BLI Certificate of Reliability states that ComColor FW5230 has 
been awarded the Reliability Certified rating based on the successful 
completion of Buyers Laboratory 1,000,000 impression durability test.

*About BLI: Buyers Laboratory LLC (BLI) is the world’s leading independent provider of analytical information and testing services to the document management 

industry. For over 50 years, buyers have relied on BLI to help them differentiate products’  strengths and weaknesses and make the best purchasing decisions.

RISO KAGAKU CORPORATION
5-34-7 Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo 108-8385 Japan

hhtp://www.riso.com

For more information contact:

RISO ComColor FW5230 completed the 1,000,000 impression 

durability test by BLI with just 5 misfeeds only.


